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About Liberty Aid

The reality of the banking system is that everything

you were taught about debt is not true.

The simple fact is that you do not owe any money.

The actual transaction of a “loan” that you gave them

a promise to pay and the “lender” gave you the same

amount of promises to pay (Federal Reserve Notes).

Therefore, the transaction was complete according

to the “lender’s” accounting records.

Take the 4 accounting steps to get free of your debt.

How?

1. Simply get a bill or your credit report that shows

a debt.

2. Send a letter to have that debt validated.

3. Give them another chance to validate the debt.

4. Since the debt is now not validated, enforce that

the debt is being collected fraudulently to have

debt removed forever and collect your �nes.
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Sounds simple? Yes, it is. Anyone can do this easily.

Founder of Liberty Aid, Jack McCaig, successfully

put this debt beating system to work for himself �rst

successfully before assisting others through Liberty

Aid. He did this while living in his Geo Metro

hatchback in a Walmart parking lot in Florida. Now

his credit score is high with no derogatory accounts

and loads of credit and credit cards. Peace comes

because we make peace happen. We are here to

remove the debt con�icts in your life. Isn’t it time you

became a Liberty Aid success story today!
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